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As global citizens at Eugene International High School, we aspire to value diversity,
ambiguity, and discovery––and to act with responsibility, integrity, and compassion.
Como ciudadanos globales en la Escuela Preparatoria Internacional de Eugene, aspiramos dar valor a
la diversidad, ambigüedad y al descubrimiento y actuar con responsabilidad, integridad y compasión.
En tant que citoyens du monde au Lycée International de Eugene, nous aspirons à apprécier la
diversité, l’ambiguïté et la découverte, et à agir avec responsabilité, intégrité et compassion.

Hello Alumni!
It goes without saying that this year has been disruptive and stressful. I’d be lying if I reported to you
that our our students and staff didn’t feel it. Heck, we
even delayed school by an extra week because the
Holiday Farm Fire was raging along the McKenzie
river and in the Mohawk Valley.

But as in all difficult times, people rise to the occasion.
We learned how to Zoom and Canvas and FlipGrid
and Padlet and... and... and... and. So it can only be
expected that we’ve had no major projects aside
from the day-to-day caretaking of students and each
other. We are all feeling like first year teachers, but
now that it’s almost Spring, we are starting to get the
hang of it... we think. We’ve wrestled with wondering
how to build that unique IHS community when we
are all communicating at distance.
Still there’s a lot going on. I hear tell of IB History
group chats. IHS student government has been finding ways to create distance events. Students have still
been forced created Geography maps and worked on
group projects. The 12th grade Literature team has
brought four new novels into the curriculum Exit
West, The Handmaid’s Tale, Maus I&II, and Women
without Men. Our teachers are finding new ways to
collaborate by sharing whole units with the click of
a button. And the Health students are still measuring
how much sugar is in a can of soda.

Steve Smith has been working hard as IB coordinator to support students and staff prepare for IB
assessments. It looks like exams won’t be happening
and students will be submitting completed projects
like the TOK paper and Econ commentaries for IB
scoring. Our seniors are especially deserving of a
nod as they’ve now spent the majority of time with
their IB courses online. No easy task.

So, where are we now? We all hope to give the seniors
and all students some time in the buildings. They are
so eager to have real human interaction. But how
that happens is still to be determined.

As always, please let us know if you’re willing to guide
students with their EEs and it’s always so wonderful
for us to hear how you’re doing.
Wishing you the best during these challenging times,
Brian Kuzma
Head Teacher
Eugene International High School
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Paul Picado-Curtis, Class of 2012, returned from Nina Strochlic, Class of 2008, is a writer for National
Peace Corps in Peru in March, when all Peace Corps volunteers worldwide were evacuated due to COVID. Thankfully
he was able to complete his 2-year term of service in a small
village in northern Peru called El Milagro (the miracle).

Geographic.

You can read about here here:

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/contributors/s/nina-strochlic/

Andrew Heid, Class of 1998, is an architecht who was

written up in The Wall Street Journal about a house he built for
his parents just south of Portland.
You can read the article here:

https://www.wsj.com/articles/an-architect-designed-this-oregon-home-for-two-crucial-clients-his-parents-11599750357

EUGENE IHS TRAVEL
SCHOLARSHIP
Providing students the opportunity to
experience the world!
Over the last few years we have been able to award
travel scholarships to students who might not
otherwise be able to travel internationally. Past
scholarship winners have traveled to Spain, Bhutan,
India, Borneo, Singapore, Guatemala, Mexico, Belize,
Thailand, Tibet, Nepal, Spain, Germany, Switzerland,
Poland, Cambodia, Vietnam and Sri Lanka.

EUGENE IHS FACTOID #1:
We had a crazy start to the 2020-2021 school year.
The school district moved to a new learning platform
called Canvas and teachers hit the ground running
trying to get their classes set up during the two weeks
they usually have for planning before the first day
of school. Meanwhile, COVID-19 numbers were
rising and then the wildfires broke out in Oregon and
the first day of school was pushed back by a week.
Therefore, unfortunately we were not able to hold our
annual Eugene IHS Opening Assembly. It’s definitely
an unusual school year, however we are still working
to create the unique learning community that makes
Eugene IHS special.

Again, our thanks go to Brian O’Kelley, as well
as the Oregon Community Foundation, the
scholarship committee, and the applicants. Because
of this scholarship opportunity, students’ lives have
been forever changed.
We were not able to travel last summer, but we have
two travel opportunities for students this summer to
the Galapagos Islands and Madagascar. We are hopeful
that we will be able to take students on these wonderful
trips.
If you would like to contribute to the Alumni Fund
for Eugene IHS simply go to the Oregon Community
Foundation website at: http://oregoncf.org Once there
you can click on “For Donors” to find out the different ways you can give back to Eugene International
High School, then contact the Oregon Community
Foundation at (541)431-7099.

CURRENT EUGENE IHS NEWS
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Eugene IHS Student Government
Eugene IHS Student Government is a student council which
strives to create unity across our three IHS campuses,
celebrate our unique cultures and students, and inspire
awareness about global issues while making steps toward
change. Eugene IHS Student Government allows the IHS
student body to have a voice through our representatives
on Site Council and the School Board. Eugene IHS Student
Government does not simply focus on a single school or
even a single district, but brings attention to matters of
global importance and looks to bring awareness of these
issues to student peers.
Eugene IHS Student Government organizes crosscampus events such as the Eugene IHS Celebration, the
classic Penny War, and the T-Shirt Design Contest and
apparel sales. Eugene IHS Student Government supports
our school, local organizations, and international
organizations, through annual fundraising events.

EUGENE IHS FACTOID #2
Eugene IHS Student Government is still going strong
this year. New representatives were added, they held an
apparel design contest, and are planning to host a peer
group. The peer group (on Zoom) would offer a relaxed
space for students to connect with people from both their
classes and other campuses in the IHS community. It
would also give students (specifically underclassmen)
a chance to ask questions about IHS and IB. For
Halloween, student governement invited students to
submit pictures of their costumes and pumpkin carvings
on their Instagram page. Apparel will be sold online
this year to adhere to COVID precautions and will be
coming soon.
Way to go, students of Eugene IHS!!!

Eugene IHS Student Government Mission Statement:
As Eugene IHS student government, we encourage
awareness, cross-campus unity and student
leadership locally and globally.

Model United Nations
Do you remember your experience in MUN? The Model United Nations program aims to spread the values
of international understanding, cooperation, and peace.
Eugene IHS is still continuing the tradition of participating in
debates on global issues at the annual Model United Nations
conference.

T-shirt Design 2014-2015

Students from all over Oregon come together for the spring
conference, where student delegates represent various
UN states. Through speeches, debates, bloc meetings, and
secret diplomacy, students receive a hands-on and
exciting lesson in the complexities of global affairs.
This year Eugene IHS students will be representing
Belgium, Morocco, and South Africa in the MUN
conference to be held on April 9, 10 & 11, 2021. Last year
as well as this year MUN was a virtual experience.
We often hear back from former MUNers who have
continued their MUN involvement while in college, some
even traveling to conferences around the world. In the words
of Eugene IHS alumnus Hunt Allcott, Class of 1998, “MUN
is FUN.”

Eugene IHS Student Government Leaders 2012-2013
with advisor, Wade Powell

GRADE LEVEL NEWS
9th Grade News

Students have embarked on an exciting journey moving
through the world and exploring the planet through maps,
novels, poetry, essays, non-fiction readings, and art projects
within their three core classes which are Global Geography,
Global Health and Global Literature.
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Senior Year: The Final Show

What do you know? And how do you know it? And how do you
know that you know it? This is still the big question students
are grappling with in senior year. In addition to IB Theory of
Knowledge, the senior curriculum still involves IB 20th Century
History, IB 20th Century Literature, and IB Extended Essay
and IB CAS (formerly Senior Projects).

Once again in November, the senior class harvested a
healthy crop of senior papers on countless topics. Athough
10th Grade News
we couldn’t celebrate their accomplishments with them in
Sophomores in Eugene IHS have been busy exploring person, we still celebrated. We frequently hear back from
Eurasian societies and solving the world’s problems. alumni about how valuable the senior paper process is for
The three core classes still remain: Global History, success in college, as well as all of the critical thinking skills
Comparative Values and Belief Systems, and Global they gained during their four years in Eugene IHS.
Literature and the Arts.

Senior Paper Titles, Class of 2001:
How the Natural Environment and Hum
an Contact
Has Influenced the Connemara Pony Bree
d of Today

11th Grade News

The junior year is about achieving focus, time management,
and balance while also being introduced to IB-level
curriculum through the following courses: IB
History of the Americas, IB Literature of the
Americas, IB Comparative Political and Economic
Systems, and Junior Seminar (formerly Projects). For
Eugene IHS the junior year still remains an engaging,
thought-provoking, and memorable year of
growth and accomplishment, even through online classes.

ses: An ExamThrough Rose Colored Len
in Mexico in
Film
of
ination of the Power
n
me
Wo
to
n
atio
Rel
Effects of the Porsche Com
pany on the Social
Landscape of Western Eur
ope During the
World War I and World Wa
r
Study of the Combination of Design and
Construction of Parabolic Skis and Their
Positive Impact on Skiers of All Levels

EUGENE IHS FACTOID #3:
The graduation ceremony for the Class of 2020 was held virtually
in a video presenting each graduate, rather than our traditional
ceremony held at the Hult Center. Unfortunately we were not able
to hold our annual Farewll Assembly at South which is always a
special time celebrating the culmination of a year of hard work
and accomplishments of our students. We hold a special place
in our hearts for the Class of 2020 who’s senior year ended with
the start of the pandemic. Usually we engrave the names of
each year’s Outstanding IHS Students on a plaque that sits in the
Eugene IHS office at each campus. For the class of 2020, they were
all outstanding IHS students and we engraved a special message
for all of them.

IB NEWS
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IB Learner Profile: “The aim of all IB Programmes is to
develop internationally minded people who, recognizing
their common humanity and shared guardianship of the
planet, help to create a better and more peaceful world.”

Recent research increasingly shows that an IB education is a
good predictor of success in higher education. As a result we
are seeing a steady improvement in university recognition of
the IB diploma.

Dear IB Alumni,

The International Baccalaureate provides an exceptional
educational opportunity, but it is clearly our students who have
carried IB to its full potential. It’s truly gratifying to read all
of the comments from our Eugene IHS alumni to hear what an
IB education has meant to each of you. Thank you for having
enriched our IB program during the time you shared with us
as a student in Eugene IHS!

I hope your IB education has served you well as you have
moved into the world beyond high school! While some of
you chose to sit for IB exams, all of you experienced an IB
education during your years at Eugene International High
School. It’s an education that is increasingly coming to be
seen as the finest possible in preparing students both for
higher education and for life.
This has been an unprecedented year, but last year’s seniors
handled the pressure with grace and composure. IB teachers
and IHS staff were asked to do so much more than usual
as we shifted from in person exams to uploading massive
amounts of materials for the IB external assessments to
ensure that every student who was expecting to take an
exam was able to receive a score.
The growing popularity of IB is certainly reflected in our
growing number of candidates. While our first graduating
class in 1989 had 8 diploma candidates, this current year
we have 255 students registered for testing, 70 of whom
are full IB diploma candidates. Quite an undertaking for
everyone involved! The growth we have experienced as
a school can also be seen at the state level. When Eugene
IHS became affiliated with IB in January, 1987, we were
the only school in Oregon to offer the IB diploma program.
Today, there are now 19 IB diploma schools in the state.

Technical Advisors Needed!

Do you have an expertise in one or several areas
of study? Are you willing to spend time
mentoring a high school junior on their research
and compilation of their senior paper?
Currently, technical advisors are needed in many
different subject areas, across all campuses.
Please email one of our Eugene IHS
campuses today if you are interested in lending
your support to a Eugene IHS junior who is just
beginning the research process!

Sincerely,
Steve Smith, IB Coordinator

EUGENE IHS FACTOID #4
This year Lisa Joye started an IHS Book Club.
They meet once a month on Zoom and talk about
school, life...and books! Lisa Joye also started an
IHS Mock Trial Club for sophomores. They meet
once a month on Zoom as well. Students will learn
about the power of persuasion (an important life
skill) and the American Justice System. Students
will eventually break up into teams, be given
a murder case,and prepare to take their case to
trial. One team will be the prosecution and one the
defense. There WILL be a jury, and that jury will
deliberate on a verdict.

Founding Father of Eugene
International High School:
DWAYNE ADCOCK
Thirty-five years ago, Dwayne
Adcock’s forward-thinking
vision for international
education and immersion
language study set the foundation for the establishment
of Eugene IHS as an alternative high school in Eugene
School District 4J.

EUGENE IHS STAFF 2020-2021
Ninth Grade Team:
Jamie Archer, Stephanni Bahr,
Anahíd Bertrand, Courtney Dearinger,
Devan Fahsholz, Josh Hamill, Jenny Hehnke,
Lisa Joye, Gretchen Lieberman, Shana Lloyd,
Suzie McLauchlin, Erika Peterson, Tony Rust,
Deon Saraceno
Tenth Grade:
Jamie Archer, Stephanni Bahr,
Anahíd Bertrand, Elliott Cashen, Amy Duncan,
Jocelyn Harley, Jenny Hehnke, Joanne Heidel,
Kreg Hulings, Lisa Joye, Brian Kuzma,
Gretchen Lieberman, Suzie McLauchlin,
Christine Pettingill, Tony Rust,
Deon Saraceno, Kyle Yamada
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Twelfth Grade:
Jamie Archer, Courtney Dearinger, Amy Duncan,
Jenny Hehnke, Jocelyn Harley, Joanne Heidel,
Kreg Hulings, Steve Smith
Support:
Brian Kuzma		
Steve Smith		
Suzanne Jarvis		
Andrew Wright

Head Teacher
IB Coordinator
Learning Support Specialist
Learning Support Specialist

Clerical:
Rebecca Critchett, Secretary
Eugene IHS @ Sheldon 541-790-6636
Lynne Given, Secretary
Eugene IHS @ Churchill 541-790-5225

Eleventh Grade:
Stephanni Bahr, Elliott Cashen,
Melanie Namkoong, Secretary
Courtney Dearinger, Devan Fahsholz,
Eugene IHS @ South 541-790-8030
Joshua Hamill, Joanne Heidel, Kreg Hulings,
KEEP IN TOUCH...
Brian Kuzma, Shana Lloyd,
Check
out
the
EUGENE IHS WEBSITE for
Suzie McLauchlin, Christine Pettingill,
information about Eugene IHS, alumni newsletters,
Kyle Yamada
and current events and announcements:
			
www.ihs.4j.lane.edu
STAFF UPDATES
This was an unusual year for Eugene IHS. We were able to add two additional classes of 9th graders
and four new teachers at the beginning of our school year: Jamie Archer, Stephanni Bahr, Shana
Lloyd, and Erika Peterson. Erika Peterson is a Eugene IHS 2010 alumnus so it’s very exciting to
have her on board along with the others. We also welcomed three other teachers to our staff who took
over for staff members on leave: Elliott Cashen, Shea Selby, and Tony Rust. We are very fortunate
they were willing to join us during online distance learning and willing to dive in head first. And we
welcomed Rebecca Critchett who took on the job of Eugene IHS Secretary at Sheldon as Tara Pell
moved out of town to be near family.

Eugene IHS staff e-mail addresses 2020-2021

To send an e-mail to any of the addresses below, add:
Jamie Archer
(archer_j)
Stephanni Bahr
(bahr_s)
Anahid Bertrand
(bertrand_a)
Elliott Cashen
(cashen_e)
Rebecca Critchett (critchett_r)
Courtney Dearinger (dearinger_c)
Amy Duncan
(duncan_a)
Devan Fahsholz
(fahsholz_d)
Lynne Given
(given)
Joshua Hamill
(hamill)

Jocelyn Harley
(harley_j)
Jenny Hehnke
(hehnke_j)
Joanne Heidel
(heidel_j)
Kreg Hulings
(hulings_k)
Suzanne Jarvis
(jarvis)
Lisa Joye
(joye_l)
Brian Kuzma
(kuzma_b)
Gretchen Lieberman (lieberman_g)
Shana Lloyd
(lloyd_sh)

@4j.lane.edu
Suzie McLauchlin
Melanie Namkoong
Erika Peterson
Christine Pettingill
Tony Rust
Deon Saraceno
Steve Smith
Andrew Wright
Kyle Yamada

(mclauchlin_s)
(namkoong)
(peterson_e)
(pettingill)
(rust_t)
(saraceno_d)
(smith_st)
(wright_a)
(yamada)

ALUMNI CORNER
Living in Italy for a Year

by Giovanni Brigola, Class of 2016
Fresh off of earning a Bachelors degree from
Pacific Lutheran University, I really had no idea
what to do next with my life. However, before I
could even think about what might come next for
me, the world came to halt due to the Covid-19
pandemic. Companies were letting employees
go right and left, initiating hiring holds in every
department, and some were even closing their
doors due to the amount of uncertainty. In
March of 2020 I had received an email from a
program called the Soccer Management Institute
with which they give soccer players a once in a
lifetime opportunity to live in Rome, Italy and
play soccer professionally, all while earning a
Master’s degree in Sports Management. After
many weeks of thinking, I decided to go for it:
living in Italy, playing soccer, experiencing the
culture and food, all for a whole year?! I had to!
Procrastinating on packing until the day before
(obviously), I said goodbye to Eugene and jumped
on a plane headed 6,000 miles East. I had visited
Italy and specifically Rome before but only for
a few days, so I kind of knew what to expect,
however I completely underestimated how different living here was compared to just a visit.
The first few weeks I had complete culture shock,
but after that I slowly got used to everything and
eventually grew to enjoy the Italian nuances.
Rome is a magical city filled with history on
every corner and down every narrow alleyway.
I sometimes pinch myself when I go for runs and
casually pass the Colosseum, the Roman Forum,
or Castel Sant Angelo. It’s as if I am living in
a history book sometimes and to be completely
honest it never gets old.
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In my opinion, I think that visiting abroad is completely different than living abroad because when your
life is moved to another country all the differences
become part of you and you learn to appreciate life
and what you have in different ways. I think that
everyone who has the opportunity to study abroad
in college or live abroad for more than three months
should 100 percent do so. Experiencing a foreign
country greatly broadens your horizon as a person and
can open your eyes to new opportunities, cultures,
foods, and places. The beginning can be difficult to
adjust, but once settled in, your views of humanity and
the world we live in will change for the better. Place
yourself out of your comfort zone and see Mother
Earth for all its glory, bask in its sunshine, and soak
up the various cultures and traditions.

Declaration of Independence Readings in
IB History of the Americas, Class of 2016

FORMER TEACHER CORNER
Daniel Gallo taught
in Eugene IHS from
1997-2007 and then
came back from
2015-2020. Daniel is
We are continually updating currently working with
our alumni database. Please
the 4J school district
inform us of any new address
on Health curriculum
or e-mail changes. You can
e-mail any information to Lynne adoption; the Mental
Given, Eugene IHS secretary, Health Work Group
on suicide prevention
at: given@4j.lane.edu.
and positive culture;
Thank you for continuing to be t h e O D E H u m a n
a part of our Eugene IHS family. Sexuality Education
Steering Committee;
Lane County Public
Health (in a couple of curricular areas); piloting a $100,000
OEA Choice Trust Wellness Grant; and facilitating the
creation of a year-long course for all Eugene 4J ninth
grade students. In his personal time, “I hang out with a
cat who has chosen me as his person, and my family...who
also choose me as a person they want to hang out with. I
still write songs and produce music and ride my bike as
well. I’m committed to political activity in the areas of
racial and environmental justice and try to be aware of my
contradictions and live my values in my day-to-day life.”
“Someone keeps nominating me as one of Eugene’s Best
Teachers in the Eugene Weekly. Frankly, I think there are
better teachers, but it’s sweet that someone thinks that. I
love people and ideas...so there’s that. I hope not to win
any awards because I mostly think they’re absurd.”
Subjects taught in Eugene IHS: 9th grade Global Geography,
9th grade Global Health, 10th grade Comparative Values
& Belief Systems, 10th grade Global History, 11th
grade History of the Americas IB, 12th grade Theory of
Knowledge IB.
International Experiences: “My goodness...with nineteen
countries and counting it’s too much to list.”
Reflections: “I love the idea of integrated curriculum and
the focus on ‘aspiring to value diversity, ambiguity, and
discovery.’ Whether I teach in IHS again or not, that’s
still my mission - especially working to identify and value
ambiguity. That’s key.”
We appreciate your willingness
to be a part of our Eugene IHS
alumni newsletter.
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EUGENE IHS RETIREES INCLUDE:
Connie Burden retired in 1994
Jerry Keuter retired in 1994
Jon Doornink retired in 1995
Marna Schultz retired in 1995
Ione Jorgenson retired in 1997
Kay Hackelman retired in 1998
Mike Helm retired in 1998
Pete Ogan retired in 1998
Charlie Shoup retired in 1998
Pat Sullivan retired in 1998
Harry Beaudet retired in 1999
Kathy Turay retired in 1999
Bob Veeck retired in 1999
Susan Delaney retired in 2000
Alice Jagger retired in 2000
Leslie Skelton retired in 2000
Howard Yank retired in 2001
Caron Cooper retired in 2002
Ron Lancaster retired in 2003
Elizabeth Lorish retired in 2003
Laura Sherrill retired in 2003
Dale Sturdavant retired in 2003
Larry Sutton retired in 2003
Hiett Cooper retired in 2004
Debbie Duke retired in 2004
Margaret McCoy retired in 2004
Bev McDuffie retired in 2004
Luke Roth retired in 2007
Steve Knox retired in 2008
Susan Mannheimer retired in 2009
Carol Stephenson retired in 2009
Jim Holm retired in 2010
Jenelle Youngblood retired in 2011
Sue Martichuski retired in 2012
Melodee Sweet (Soczek) retired in 2013
Marilyn Curtis retired in 2014
Rebecca Hammons retired in 2014
Wade Powell retired in 2015
David Inouye retired in 2016
Peggy Farris retired in 2017
Patrick McMullen retired in 2017

Eugene IHS Staff
2003-2004

ALUMNI NOTES
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CLASS OF 2006
Jonathan Bruce works for PeaceHealth and is a Staff Nurse,
Facilitator. He worked at Cottage Grove Community Hospital
and RiverBend Hospital as a Medical/Surgical Nurse and
Operating Room Nurse. He’s a Certified Nurse of the Operating
Room (CNOR). He’s married and has one child.
College: Attended University of Oregon 2006-2007;
Associates Degree, 2013 Lane Community; BA and MA
2014-2016 Western Governor’s University
International Experiences: 2012 Medical Mission trip to
If you know of any Eugene
Thailand.
IHS graduates please pass the
Reflections: “IHS gave me significantly more opportunities
information along to them.
than regular high school to meet new people and strengthen
relationships with familiar people. I appreciated the sense of
CLASS OF 2001
belonging from staying with the same group of kids throughout
Laila Mirsepassi lives in London, UK and works at my high school experience. I was able to form relationships
BlackRock as Co-Head of Aladdin UK clients.
with my educators as well. They worked with me closely to
College: BA Business Administration, 2005 Seattle Pacific meet my educational needs and goals. Mr. Woods especially
University						
improved my writing. We would edit my papers together after
						
school. I’d make draft after draft and learned a lot of writing
CLASS OF 2002
conventions that way. I’m sure I killed a lot of trees too.
Samantha Evans Rayack, ND is a Naturopathic Definitely paid off in college though. Ms. Hammons gave me
Doctor at Deep Roots Family Medicine in Corvallis, OR. new perspective on life and on death. She helped me realize the
She is married to a CHS/IHS alum and they have one importance of the time we have now and of the relationships
toddler with another due in January 2021.		
we keep. Mr. Gallo taught me to be more tolerant, patient and
College: BS Biology, Chemistry Minor Oregon State to be kind. Mr. Smith taught me the value of history and how it
University; Doctorate in Naturopathic Medicine, Bastyr applies to our current time. Mr. Powell was just funny and kept
University
learning engaging. There were many others I recall fondly, but
International Experiences: Study abroad year in Lancaster, those immediately come to mind. IB was hard for me. I tried,
England (2003/2004); 10 week medical internship in but I was never good at math and the Spanish teacher I had was
DehraDun, India (2005); travel to Russia, South America, terrible for my learning style. So, that portion didn’t go well
and all over Europe.
for me. I worked closely with my math teacher. I wish I could
Reflections: “Great experience, lasting friendships.”
remember his name right now. Unfortunately, despite my best
efforts, I did not get a full diploma. I did receive a certificate.
CLASS OF 2004
Honestly, this did little to nothing for me academically other
Amy Brewer is an attorney.
than challenging myself. The University of Oregon didn’t
College: Spanish and Political Science, 2008 University of recognize it at the time…I’m still glad I did it.”
Oregon Honors College; J.D., 2012 University of Oregon
Law School
Dear Alumni,
We appreciate your enthusiasm to
be a part of our Eugene IHS alumni
newsletter. We are continually
updating our alumni database.
Please inform us of any new
address or e-mail changes. You
can e-mail any information
to Lynne Given, Eugene IHS
secretary, at: given@4j.lane.edu.

CLASS OF 1996
Sarah Withrow
King lives in
Eugene, OR and
is the co-founder
and co-director of
CreatureKind.
College: BA,
2002 University of
Oregon; Master of
Theological Studies,
2014 Palmer Theological Seminary

Lee White lives in Palo Alto, CA and is currently a Urology
resident at Stanford in his professional development and
research year. He was married on 8/15/2020 mid-pandemic
in his new aunt and uncle’s backyard.
College: BSE Biomedical Engineering, 2008 Tulane
University; PhD Bioengineering, 2013 University of
Washington; MD, 2017 Stanford University
International Experiences: 2014, 2017 one month visits to
Ethiopia to work with urologists at Black Lion Hospital.
Reflections: “IB completed, EIHS gave me a great
preparation to be a citizen of the world and to always look
beyond the borders of the US.”				
		

9th Grade Global Literature, Class of 2012

ALUMNI NOTES
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Katherine Parker lives in London, UK and works as a Alexander Young is currently serving as an active duty
Research Officer at Barry Lawrence Ruderman Antique Lieutenant in the US Navy as an Internal Medicine physician.
Maps Inc. where she manages an online database of 70,000 College: 2010, University of Oregon; Associates in Arts, 2011
cartographic images that is open to researchers around the Clark Community College; BS Biology, 2014 Washington State
world. She publishes on that collection and on her own University Vancouver; Doctorate of Osteopathic Medicine,
original research and teaches on the history of maps and 2020 Arizona College of Osteopathic Medicine		
mapping. She published Historical Sea Charts: Visions
and Voyages Through the Ages in October 2020. 		
CLASS OF 2011
College: HBA History, HBA International Studies, 2010 Aaron Honn is currently pursuing a PhD in Counseling
Oregon State University; MA History, 2012 University of Psychology through the University of Oregon. He worked as
Pittsburgh; PhD History, 2016 University of Pittsburgh
an 11th Grade American Literature teacher in Martin County
International Experiences: Study abroad, Santiago, (KY) High School with Teach for America from 2015-2017;
Chile, January-June 2009; PhD research abroad (London, as a Fulbright Grantee: Secondary ESL teacher at Lycée Toffa
UK; Seville and Madrid, Spain; Paris, France), summers in Porto Novo, Benin 2017-18; as a 3rd Grade ESL teacher at
2013-2016; living abroad, London, UK, 2016-present. the NZ International School in Montevideo, Uruguay 2018;
Has also traveled for academic conferences and teaching as a Juvenile Group Worker at Lane County Youth Services
to Brazil, Mexico, Croatia, the Netherlands, France, Spain, Phoenix Treatment Program 2018-2020; and as a Field Instructor
and Germany.
at Evoke Cascades Wilderness Therapy in 2020 (backpacking
Reflections: “IHS fostered a certain kind of thinking that trip leader for at-risk youth).
places the individual and the group in a global context. Now College: BA Humanities, 2015 University of Oregon
that I teach global history, I very much know that such a International Experiences: 2012: Dublin, Ireland--World Junior
mindset is far from natural or common, but it is necessary Ultimate Frisbee Championship Tournament; 2013-14: Lyon,
to create a sustainable and cooperative world.”		
France—year-long study abroad program, tour of Europe;
						
2017-18: Porto Novo, Benin—year-long Fulbright Grant: SecCLASS OF 2009
ondary ESL Teacher; 2018: Montevideo, Uruguay--3rd grade
Kate Pommert is a medical student at OHSU School of ESL Teacher @ IB School; 2019: Kenscoff, Haiti--visiting my
Medicine in Portland, OR. She is engaged and has a 3 year sister, Alison, and brother-in-law, Johnny at their home.
old pitbull named Melon.
Reflections: “IHS cultivated in me a commitment to study,
College: BS Chemistry/Biochemistry, 2014 UC San Diego live, and work in as many countries and cultures as I could
International Experiences: 8 months of backpacking over the past decade. It instilled in me a perspective that places
through Latin America during 2016-2017. Visited value on cultural diversity and humility. It gave me language
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, competencies that served me as I traveled and opened doors
Bolivia, Chile, and Argentina. Met lovely people, had for international scholarship and employment opportunities. It
amazing experiences and a great adventure.
also taught me to expand the canon of voices that I read, watch,
Reflections: “I loved attending Eugene IHS. The best part and listen to, broadening the scope of media that I consume. It
was the teachers, all wonderful human beings who loved taught me to think critically, be socially conscious, and ascribe
teaching and expanding their students’ horizons. Several of beauty and meaning to everything. It also gave me an enduring
my teachers had groups of us students over to their houses appreciation for Amy Duncan’s infectious laugh and the tedium
for potlucks throughout the years, they really cared about of MLA format.” 						
us and were very supportive. I went on one of the teacher
led trips to Vietnam with the Kostechka’s in 2008, which
was fun and helped spawn my love of travel. I did the IB
program and got the full diploma. The IB diploma helped
prepare me for college and pushed me to be a better student.
Eugene IHS and the IB diploma gave me a great education
and made me a more compassionate and open-minded
human being.”						
12th Grade IB 20th Century Literature
Hamlet Readings, Class of 2010

ALUMNI NOTES
CLASS OF 2012
Alison Honn lives in Thomassin, Haiti and works for
Chances for Children as an Adoptions Coordinator and
Program Manager for Zel Haiti. Previously she worked
in the University of Oregon Housing Department as an
Administrative Assistant and at Jasper Mountain as a
Treatment Team Member. She has been married for two
years to a wonderful Haitian man. They don’t have any
children yet, but she says as she works at an orphanage it
feels like she has 28 kids :) Also, they have plenty of nieces
and nephews to play with.
College: BS Family and Human Services, and double minor
French and Special Education, 2016 University of Oregon
International Experiences:She has lived in Haiti full-time
since March 2016, working and serving for the same
organization: Chances for Children.
Reflections: “Going through IHS and during my stint in
high school, I had no idea where life would lead me. I now
find myself working in Haiti, going on almost 5 years now.
There are plenty of things learned in IHS and high school
in general that I may never use - but I also believe that
the international focus of IHS pushed me to think outside
of myself and outside of Eugene, driving me to seek
opportunities elsewhere. I completed the French Immersion
program as well and between IHS and FI, I feel like I was
well prepared for working abroad!”
Ben Taube works as a Senior Consultant at Guidehouse
where he provides consulting services within the Energy,
Sustainability & Infrastructure practice to help electric
utilities design, implement, and evaluate customer programs
for energy efficiency and demand response. He also works
as an Adjunct Professor at California College of the Arts
where he teaches a course on the fundamentals of building
energy to undergraduate and graduate architecture students.
Previously he worked as a Sustainable Design Specialist at
HOK which provides low energy building design services,
including energy modeling, daylight modeling, and green
building compliance and certification.
College: BA Sustainable Environmental Design, BA Music,
2016 UC Berkeley; MS Architecture: Building Science,
Technology and Sustainability, 2020 UC Berkeley
International Experiences: Travel and homestays in Spain,
Portugal, Belgium and France (December 2019 - January
2020); Wind ensemble tour in Italy and Croatia (May 2018);
Marching band tour and travel in China, Japan, Hong Kong,
Thailand, and Vietnam (May 2016 - July 2016); Cultural
exchange and travel in Germany, Netherlands, Denmark
and Sweden (July 2016 - August 2016).		
Reflections: “IHS made me a better thinker and a better
writer. The skills I gained in IHS provided a foundation
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for college that served me very well. I really appreciate the
global perspective that IHS gave me compared to a traditional
American education. IB gave me a lot of transfer credits for
college which allowed me to take more interesting elective
courses instead of general education courses.”		
				
CLASS OF 2014
Sophia DeLoretto-Chudy lives in Los Angeles, CA and works
as a Social Media Director & Millennial Engagement Director
for the Grassroots Democrats HQ – organizing the ground game
to defend the Congressional seats that flipped red to blue in
California in 2018, working to flip five Senate seats and taking
back the White House in 2020. Prior to this she worked as a
Community Outreach Coordinator for Women’s March Action
– the political arm of the Women’s March Foundation working
on voter engagement and turnout. She also worked as Finance
Director for Congresswoman Nanette Barragán’s Re-Election
Campaign and as a Fundraising director for a Congressional
campaign in California. She is currently in a relationship
with her partner who is pursuing his masters in Sustainability
Management at Columbia. No children, just a dog. She received
an honors recognition from the University of Oregon Political
Science department for her undergraduate research thesis on
why millennials did not vote in the 2016 presidential election.
College: University of Oregon (Semester at Sea - study abroad);
BA Political Science with Honors, Latin American Studies, and
Romance Languages (Spanish & French), University of Oregon
International Experiences: Volunteer work 2019-2020 as the
coordinator for a free legal asylum clinic held once a month in
Tijuana, Mexico for asylum status immigrants who have been
subjected to the Remain in Mexico policy instituted by the Trump
administration. Backpacking 2019 - Ireland, Norway, Sweden,
Denmark; Backpacking 2018 - Spain, Italy, France; Backpacking
2017 - England, France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany,
Poland, Czeck Republic, Hungary, Italy, Spain, Portugal; Travel
with family 2016 - Belize; Study abroad 2015 - England, Italy,
Croatia, Greece, Spain, Morocco, Senegal, Brazil, Trinidad &
Tobago, Panama, Costa Rica.
Reflections: “I cherished my IHS experience and valued the
community that was built because of it. I think the IB experience
was what pushed me to pursue three separate majors in college.
The IB program reinforced an ambition in me to achieve more.”
Hailey Wiper is attending Tufts University Cummings School
of Veterinary Medicine pursuing a Master’s in Conservation
Medicine. She is applying to veterinary school which she hopes
to start this fall.			
College: BA Biology, Minors in French and Global Studies,
2018 Westmont College
International Experiences: Study abroad in Paris, fall 2015;
Study abroad in London, summer 2017.
						

ALUMNI NOTES
CLASS OF 2015
Kai Burley lives in Los Angeles, CA and is a Post
Production Assistant at ABC (on the show “The Rookie”)
working in an office/administrative position supporting
producers and editors. He also worked as a Post Production
Assistant at Showtime (on the show “The Good Lord Bird”)
and at NBC (on the show “The Enemy Within”). He had
a documentary go to some film festivals.
College: BA Cinema Studies, 2018 University of Oregon,
Summa Cum Laude
International Experiences: 2 weeks in Japan in 2008 and
3 weeks in Europe in 2012. Also worked in Canada as a
production assistant for 5 weeks in 2016.
Reflections: “College was a cinch after IHS. The extended
essay and other papers (especially in Lit and TOK) prepared
me for the kinds of film theory and analysis I did in my
degree. The opportunities to create art and video projects
for classes also helped inform some of the directions I
decided to go in and out of school. Plus IHS was just so
much fun!...I graduated in three years with zero debt and
found a relevant job (in TV) within 6 months. I attribute a
lot of that to IHS and the value of the IB diploma.”
Syrus Jin lives in Chicago, IL and is currently pursuing
a PhD in History at the University of Chicago, where “I
research post-WWII U.S. foreign policy, U.S.-East Asian
relations, and East Asian history. As an undergrad at
Washington University, I was a recipient of the Antoinette
Dames Prize in Political Science, served as Editor-in-Chief
of an undergraduate history review journal, and graduated
Magna Cum Laude with highest distinction in history. My
research has been published in the Yale Undergraduate
Journal of Economics and Politics, the Washington
University Undergraduate Research Digest, and the Vanderbilt Historical Review.” He has achieved his dream of
attending a PhD program with the end goal of becoming
a university professor.
College: BA History and Political Science, 2019
Washington University in St Louis, Magna Cum Laude
Reflections: “Nothing in school can completely prepare
for the rigors of higher education, but Eugene IHS and
the IB curriculum came close. In Eugene IHS, you’re
prepared through an education in global history and
worldviews to approach the world with a distinct contextual
understanding. It makes a difference after high school as
you encounter more topics and issues than anyone could
possibly hope to extensively master. As an IB candidate,
the heavy emphasis on essay-writing really did pay off in
the end. Whether in college, sitting for an exam, getting a
certification, or responding to a crisis in a workday, there
is always a place for the skill of thinking critically, drafting
a message, and having the capacity to deliver a written
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piece of work under pressure. The IHS and IB curriculum were
important in exposing me to strains of thought and experiences
in a way that de-centers the United States, which was valuable
in improving my personal perspective, but also in forming the
basis for my later research in academia since. In a moment
where the U.S. begins to occupy less of a predominant role in
the world, it is ever more vital for students to understand the
world in its own terms. As far as experiences, I specifically recall
that Mrs. Joanne Heidel, Melodee Soczek, and Jocelyn Harley
were excellent teachers and provided wonderful classroom
instruction. I especially remember Joanne Heidel repeatedly
running us through the methodology for writing the IB history
essay, which was excellent exposure to the key components of
any piece of argumentative writing I undertook. The payoff of
going into college being comfortable with writing and tackling
difficult-to-parse topics has been invaluable.”
Cathlyn Medina is currently a medical student at Duke
University School of Medicine. She worked as a Research
Assistant at Hospital for Special Surgery last year.
College: BA Hispanic Studies, BA Health & Human Biology,
2019 Brown University
Reflections: “IHS was absolutely my favorite part of high
school, from the teachers, to the students, to the curriculum, it
was all incredible! Additionally, being an IB candidate set me
up very well for the rigor of college. If you are thinking about
being an IB candidate, I encourage you to do it!!”
Clara Riordan is currently working towards a Masters of
Teaching (Primary) at the University of New South Wales in
Sydney, Australia. For her final teaching practicum she is going
to a rural town called Gunnedah, about 5 hours inland from
Sydney, where 63% of the students will be Aboriginal.
She has no children, but lots of friends and a partner in AUS!
College: BA Music and Psychology, 2019 University of Sydney
International Experiences: During her time at Reed College
she went on an exchange to Sydney, Australia and never left!
Reflections: “IHS gave me a more worldly view, and the
confidence to think critically about the way I live, and how
other cultures live. IHS played a huge part in where I am today.”

“The quality of the education at IHS
is on par with the nation’s top private
schools. The teachers and students at
IHS serve as a testament that public
education works and should serve
as a model for the rest of the State
of Oregon and the country.”
--Kim Burkland, Class of 1993

ALUMNI NOTES
CLASS OF 2016
Giovanni Brigola is currently pursuing a Masters Degree
in Sports Management at The American University of Rome
in Rome, Italy. He is also currently a graphic design intern
at the Soccer Management Institute in Rome, Italy where
he works creating social media, print, and video content
for various social media platforms including their own
website. He is still playing soccer and won the Northwest
Conference (NWC) 3 times in a row and attended the NCAA
DIII National Tournament two years in a row. He graduated
cum laude and was on the Dean’s List at Pacific Lutheran.
College: BA Graphic Design, 2020 Pacific Lutheran
University
International Experiences: In 2018 visited England and
Wales for 3 weeks with his college soccer team. In 2019
visited Spain (Madrid, Segovia, Barcelona, and Valencia)
on his own for 3 weeks. Currently living, studying, and
playing soccer in Rome, Italy for one year.
Reflections: “I really enjoyed the worldly perspective that
IHS gave me. As a young adult it helped me to see the
world through a different perspective and made me want
to travel. I want to continue to experience new cultures,
people, and food across the globe and learn about each
place’s history along the way.”
Lida Ford lives in Providence, RI and works at City Year
Providence at Central High School as an English/Language
Arts Teaching Assistant/College + Career Coordinator. She
is happily living with her boyfriend and their puppy. She
is also working on publishing her first novel.
College: BA Comparative Literature, 2020 University of
Oregon
International Experiences: Backpacked in Europe
summer 2019.
Reflections: “I mostly wanted to reach out to thank the
wonderful teachers at Churchill for getting me where
I am today - especially Kuzma and Heidel. I definitely
wasn’t the easiest student to have, and I am thankful for
all the support I received from IHS staff - you all are the
only reason I graduated and why I am currently perusing
a career in high school education.”
CLASS OF 2017
Andrea Corbin is currently in a PhD program in
biomedical engineering with a specialization in
cardiovascular engineering at the University of Utah.
College: BA, 2017-2020 Sarah Lawrence College;
2019-2020 University of Leeds		
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Felix Tyson is currently attending Oregon State University
pursuing a Bachelors degree in mathematics. He works as a
video editor at Oregon State University Ecampus editing video
lectures and their captions for online courses and computer/
media odds and ends. He adopted a dog.
Reflections: “IHS advanced its mission with me, especially
through the work of three of my teachers. In my freshman
classes with her, Deon Saraceno taught me to value diversity
and act with compassion, in large part by her example. By
connecting her civic values to shared history and institutions, Joanne Heidel taught me to act with responsibility and
integrity. Through our discussions on art and literature,
Christine Pettingill taught me to value ambiguity and discovery.”
CLASS OF 2019
Chase Dean is attending Bushnell University pursuing a major
in psychology. He is an Esports player and coach.
International Experiences: Cambodia		
Reflections: “Global perspective.”
India Gerhardt is pursuing a BS in Biology at Oregon State
University, Honors College.
International Experiences: July 2019 week-long trip to
Germany and Switzerland with Lisa Joye, focused on
environmental and city sustainability in those countries and
how we can be more sustainable in our lives.
Reflections: “I think Eugene IHS was a really great program
that was a nice precursor to university level education. I did
the full IB and gained the diploma, and I think this was very
beneficial because it gave me credits for 4 or 5 classes in
college. This means that after the end of my first term in college
I already had sophomore standing, even though I was only a
first year student. I am now a second year student and after
this first term I will have junior standing from the credits I
gained from passing some IB tests. I also really appreciated
how open the IHS classrooms were when having in class
discussions because it felt like everyone’s voice was able to be
heard and their interpretation was valid, much like discussions
in college classes are.”

If you have any feedback, story ideas,
letters to the editor or any other
information you would like to see in
upcoming newsletters please e-mail the
information to Lynne Given, Eugene
IHS Secretary, at: given@4j.lane.edu
and include “ALUMNI INFO” in the
subject area.

ALUMNI NOTES
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CLASS OF 2020
Sander Moffitt is currently attending Brown University
pursuing a double concentration in Literary Arts and
Biology.
Annabelle Peoples is currently attending the University
of Oregon. She works in an upholstery shop and has an
internship working with Online K-12 students. She is on
the Dean’s List at the University of Oregon and is a Global
Scholar. She was going to go to Sweden this past summer,
but alas that did not happen.
Reflections: “It [Eugene IHS] helped me be prepared for the
way college is scheduled and runs. I was better prepared
to do research, time management skills, talk to professors,
and complete assignments.”

Message from the Class of 2020

EUGENE IHS FACTOID #5:
Camille Sampley is attending Montana State University
in Bozeman, MT to study Early Childhood Education. She
works as a teacher’s aide at her local preschool on campus.
Notan Art - IHS 9th Graders
Reflections: “Since my first day of college I have been
The Japanese term Notan means “light dark harmony.”
extremely thankful for IHS and IB. It has prepared me
Notan art is the arrangement of dark and light patterns
so well in ways I would have never even imagined. My
in art. Below are pieces of Notan artwork made by 9th
time in IHS taught me to be a critical thinker, and this has
graders in Mrs. Rousseau’s Global Literature classes
helped me enjoy my honors classes and think beyond just
last spring.
simple ideas. I feel that taking IB classes has developed
my time management skills and made me become an
even harder worker. So far, this semester in college has
been easier (for the most part) than IB and IHS!! This is
because I came into college feeling prepared and ready to
work hard again. And with all my IB credits, I technically
started college as a sophomore! Everything about IHS,
from the academics to CAS and to my teachers, has given
me so much. I now have some weird need to wake up early
on a Saturday morning to volunteer. I wonder where that
need to volunteer came from? Also, the papers such as the
EE and other essays I wrote in IHS made it possible for
me to be able to bust out a 4-page paper at 2am the night
before it’s due and still somehow find time to sleep. The
speed at which I can interpret poems now is impressive
to even myself. Must have been all of that Robert Frost.
I feel so thankful to every single one of my IHS teachers
because they have prepared me so well for college and
honestly for life in general. I feel so appreciative for all my
experiences in IHS. I can tell that IHS and IB have had
such a big impact on me because I still feel so connected
to the IHS community 600+ miles away. I really miss the
IHS family!!”						
				
							

9th Grade Global Geography, Class of 2006

ALUMNI NOTES
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Share Our E-Newsletter and Stay In Touch!
We would like to reach as many Eugene IHS graduates as possible. Please share this
newsletter with your friends and family from Eugene IHS. In an effort to “go green” we
are only publishing an online version of the Eugene IHS Alumni Newsletter.
If you are not already included in our E-Newsletter mailing list and would like to be,
e-mail Lynne Given at: given@4j.lane.edu.
If you would like to be included in the next annual Eugene IHS Alumni Newsletter go
to the alumni page on the Eugene IHS website at www.ihs.4j.lane.edu and fill out an
alumni questionnaire.
We look forward to reconnecting with you!

PLEASE CONSIDER DONATING TO EUGENE IHS THROUGH EEF!
Eugene Education Foundation’s Board of Directors approved Eugene International High School’s grant
proposal last year for $3500 for creating Book Love in 9th grade Global Literature Classrooms. Book Love is a
program designed to develop passion and stamina in adolescent readers by giving them access to quality, high interest
books and time every day in class for silent reading. This grant support is in addition to donor-earmarked gifts for
Eugene International High School received through EEF.
Your financial support can help us continue to provide the kind of education we have been dedicated to
for over 35 years. We are experiencing increasing difficulties in keeping up the rich curriculum that makes
Eugene International High School such a successful global learning experience. Your donation to Eugene IHS
would help us fulfill our needs and replenish our funds for the future. If you have not already made a gift this year,
would you consider doing so now?
Make your check payable to “Eugene IHS/EEF” and mail it to Eugene Education Foundation, P.O. Box 1015,
Eugene, Oregon 97440. You can also contribute by credit card or monthly bank transfers. For more information
go to https://eeflane.org or call 541-790-7744. Donors will be appropriately acknowledged and all gifts are tax
deductible.

OTHER WAYS TO DONATE TO
EUGENE IHS:

Oregon Community Foundation IHS Alumni Fund: http://oregoncf.org. Once there you can click on “For
Donors” to find out the different ways you can give back to Eugene International High School, then contact the
Oregon Community Foundation at: (541)431-7099.
Eugene IHS Offices: You can always donate directly to any Eugene IHS Office.
We appreciate your commitment to helping Eugene International High School continue
to provide rich global learning experiences for students in our community.

ALUMNI E-MAIL DIRECTORY
Class of 1987
Seth Blackshaw: sblack@jhmi.edu
Class of 1988
Tricia Duncan: 1970duncants@gmail.com
Class of 1989
Colin Babb: m_canard@yahoo.com
Natanya (Myers) Desai: natanyad@gmail.com
Class of 1990
Polly (Helm) Nelson: nelson_p@4j.lane.edu
Class of 1991
Ingrid Furniss: furnissi@lafayette.edu
Class of 1992
Courtney Leonard: courtney_leonard@yahoo.com
Class of 1993
Kimberly (Burkland) Pray: kimberly@catalystlawllc.com
Emily Courtnage: ecourtnage@ssbls.com
Sorrel (Dye) Arends: sorreldye@gmail.com
Andrew Dyke: padre@email.unc.edu
Jamie Morgan: jadmorgan3@yahoo.com
Andrea Olson: gardendirty@yahoo.com
Class of 1994
Kellee Blanchard: kellee.blanchard@gmail.com
Sharon Fendrich: sharonfendrich@earthlink.net
McKenzie Funk: mfunk1@hotmail.com
Shanna Gazley: gazley@gmail.com
Jesse Kocher: jessekocher@yahoo.com
Tayan-Lin (Rathje) Butler: taylin.butler@thrivent.com
Sara (Rosenthal) Firosz: sarafirosz@hotmail.com
Dayna (Ruhoff) Linderman: daynalinderman@gmail.com
Jeff Salerno: surnia@gmail.com
Carmen (Sarro) Zlateff: Carmen.Zlateff@microsoft.com
Heidi (Stout) Tretheway: heidi.tretheway@colliers.com/
heidi.tretheway@gmail.com
Sadie Thorin: sadisc@hotmail.com
Class of 1995
Kristen Faust: kristenfaust@yahoo.com
Christina Heid: christinaheid@gmail.com
Marissa Kim: marissakim@gmail.com
Brian O’Kelley: cokelley@alumni.princeton.edu
Aimee Pierce: aimeepie@gmail.com
Katherine Swank: katieswank@yahoo.com
Ben Temple: benjamintemple@hotmail.com
Bronwyn (Wenger) Brestle: bbrestle@gmail.com
Class of 1996
Sara (Anderson) Gillette: sara.gillette@gmail.com
Robin (Bonebright) Harris: rbonebright@yahoo.com
Korrie (Brown) Gernert: bkorrie@yahoo.com
Tiffany (Cragun) Goff: tiffersflower@gmail.com
Kirsten Harma: kirsten.joy.harma@gmail.com
Marianne (Johnson) Hales: johnsonhales@yahoo.com
Renee (Purdy) McKenna: renee.purdy@gmail.com
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Hanna Scholz: scholzhanna@yahoo.com
Carrie Stampe: daliandmonet@yahoo.com
Sarah (Withrow) King: swithrowking@gmail.com
Class of 1997
Michelle (Cairney) Shierer: michelle.shierer@yahoo.com
Justin Forster: jforster_007@yahoo.com
Kathryn Gaines: CEOSystems@gmail.com
Nicole (Geraci) Howard: 4colie@comcast.net
Sarah (Gross) Gradis: grosssarah@hotmail.com
Marian Hart: marianjhart@hotmail.com
Joshua Ladau: jladau@gmail.com
Joe Lowry: lowry054@yahoo.com
Kevin McDonnell: kevincmcd@gmail.com
Melissa Pritchard: melissapritchard@hotmail.com
Krista (Robinson) Reiman: kristareiman@gmail.com
Erin Vranas: erinvranas@gmail.com
Class of 1998
Hunt Allcott: allcott@post.harvard.edu
Ashley Anderson: ashanders3@yahoo.com
Kate Bonamici: kateflaim@gmail.com
Dara Finkelstein: dara.finkelstein@fox.com
Rayne Gaisford: gaisford@gmail.com
Andrew Heid: andrew.heid@aya.yale.edu
Marion Howard: marion_e_howard@hotmail.com
Joshua Hurwit: jhurwit@law.harvard.edu
Paul Kelly: paul_kelly@carolina.rr.com
Jake Klonoski: jakeklonoski@gmail.com
Katherine Lewandowski: katherinelewandowski@gmail.com
Navid Moshtael: navidmoshtael@gmail.com
Graham Mowday: gmowday@icloud.com
Alison (Page) Hayward: adhayward@gmail.com
Laura Riedman: lmriedman@hotmail.com
Marie Sweeten: mswee10@hotmail.com
Kim Thompson: kimfromeugene@gmail.com
Justin Volmert: jvolmert@gmail.com
Lauren Whitelaw: whitelaw468@hotmail.com
Rachel (Wilkes) Barchie: rwbarchie@gmail.com
Class of 1999
Alan Bergland: alan_bergland@brown.edu
Marielle Brown: mariellebrown@yahoo.com
Melinda (Mindy) Dalcour Jones: scallhorn@hotmail.com
Loic Fabricant: fabrican@ohsu.edu
Andrew Faust: afaust@gladstone.uoregon.edu
Carolyn (Frosaker) Williams: carolyn.williams@pacificu.edu
Kyri Green: kyrigreen@gmail.com
Katrina (Hecht) Henry: katrinalhenry@hotmail.com
Rebecca Johnsen: rebeccamjohnsen@hotmail.com
Ryan Lamb: ryanlamb@mac.com
Damon Martichuski: DamonMart@gmail.com
Lisa (Miller) Stroup: Lpiglet1@juno.com
Jennifer (Miner) Weaver: jenniferweaver@boisestate.edu
Stuart Morgan: stuart.morgan@alumni.case.edu
Anne (Newland) Bolster: annebolster@gmail.com
Lindsey (Petersen) Chinburg: linds888@hotmail.com
Gillian Schauer: gschauer13@yahoo.com
Nick Sherrill: nicksherrill@hotmail.com
Jennifer Miner Weaver: Jenniferweaver@boisestate.edu
Brian Wilkinson: wilkbandit@gmail.com

ALUMNI E-MAIL DIRECTORY
Class of 2000
Samuel Boush: sam_boush@hotmail.com
Debra (Forrest) Piper: debrapiper@comcast.net
Lara Koler: lara.koler@hill.af.mil
Sarah Marshall: marshasa@onid.orst.edu
Kaili Mauricio: kaili.mauricio@alumni.tufts.edu
Shanti Michaels: shantimichaels@hotmail.com
McKenna Morrigan: mckennamorrigan@gmail.com
Elisabeth Sharp: elisabethsharp@gmail.com
Blake Slonecker: blake.slonecker@waldorf.edu
Alison (Stark) Leiman: alison_leiman@yahoo.com
Amy (Temes) Clifton: amy_temes@yahoo.com
Heather (Wenger) Raley: heather@theraleys.com
Class of 2001
Alexandra Anderson: alxs340@hotmail.com
Blake Arnold: jblakearnold@gmail.com
Sarah Bliss: sarah.bliss@gmail.com
Matthew Bradley: bodhisattvavow@hotmail.com
Allison (Carnahan) O’Sullivan: ae.osullivan@gmail.com
Meghan Carr: meghan.carr@yale.edu
William Clayton: william.clayton@students.olin.edu
Karin Clifton: karin.clifton@gmail.com
Jennifer Davis: jrd22@uw.edu
Amy (Farris) Baker: amy@thefarrisfamily.net
Johanna Field: Rubasu@gmail.com
Kevin Lee: klee@gonzaga.edu
Justine Pierce: justi.pierce@gmail.com
Emma Piper-Burket: epiperburket@gmail.com
Sharma Rapoport: exhalingdreams@yahoo.com
Erin Rice: rice_erin06@yahoo.com
Lindsay Adams Schauer: lschauer@stanford.edu
Laurie Slonecker: lsloneck@gonzaga.edu
Diana Woodworth: dianalorene@gmail.com
Class of 2002
Cara Abrams-Simonton: cabramssimonton@gmail.com
Margaret Albright: albrighm@onid.orst.edu
Elizabeth Allcott: eha5@cornell.edu
Giselle Barone: gisellebarone@u.northwestern.edu
Devon Biggerstaff: dbiggerstaff@ups.edu
Sky Brandt: brandt.sky@gmail.com
Jenny Cadigan: jennycadigan@hotmail.com
Samantha (Evans) Rayack: zotus99@yahoo.com
Jacqueline Fitzgerald: fitzgjac@parkrose.k12.or.us
Emily (Gilkey) Palmer: emgp620@gmail.com
Aisha Kudura: kuduraa@gmail.com
Angela McDonald: artichoke041@yahoo.com
Eva Miller: evabmiller@gmail.com
Emily Mosqueda: emi.mosqueda@gmail.com
Jennifer (Ouimet) Yeager: jenyeager@hotmail.com
Kathryn Sullivan-Uptegrove: ksulliv3@hotmail.com
Joshua Walker: joshualloydwalker@gmail.com
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Class of 2003
Brooke Barker: bbabe20@hotmail.com
Juliet Bennett-Stroud: bennetju@onid.orst.edu
Corey Chavez: srpokel@yahoo.com
Michael Davidson: smokeyjune@gmail.com
Diana Delgado: dianacdelgado@gmail.com
Jessica Duggan: jessica.erin.duggan@gmail.com
Courtney Dunham: cdunham@ups.edu
Grace Eickmeyer: grace.eickmeyer@gmail.com
Helena Hafdahl: hhafdahl@gmail.com
Patrick (Hudson) Ardron-Hudson: hudson.patrick@gmail.com
Theodore Johnson-Freyd: theojf@stanford.edu,
http://math.berkeley.edu/~theojf/
Raili Marks: railismiley@hotmail.com
Joseph McCaffrey: jbmccaffrey@gmail.com
Wells O’Byrne: wells.obyrne@gmail.com
Lindsey Petrushkin: lindsp@pdx.edu
Andrea Shaddy: andreashaddy@gmail.com
Justin Sherrill: sherrill.justin@gmail.com
Loren Snow: lorendsnow@gmail.com
Luketan Sireeluck Somnasang: ssomnasa@gladstone.uoregon.edu
Jamie Suter: suterjamie@gmail.com
Lindsay Temes: lgtemes@gmail.com
Edward West: edwardw@uahoo-inc.com
Class of 2004
Kate Ague-Kneeland: keaguekn@gmail.com
Lisa Allen: lallen1@wou.edu
Nikos Aragon-Herbert: nikos.aragon@gmail.com
Christopher Barnes: christopherwbarnes@gmail.com
Amy Brewer: amylbrewer@gmail.com
Sean Chappell: sean.j.chappell@gmail.com
Whitney Clark: whitney.ca.clark@gmail.com
Robert Coolman: robertjcoolman@gmail.com
Rachel Dentel: rnd11@u.washington.edu
Tom Fisher: tomfisher512@gmail.com
Kristin Hall: frissin85@aol.com
Claire Hambly: clairehambly@hotmail.com
Jaclyn Hamilton-Smith: pixy12201@yahoo.com
Emily Hildreth: emjhildreth@gmail.com
Holly Jackson: hjackson@wesleyan.edu
Melissa Louie: mellouie@hotmail.com
Alivia McCarty: teeniewahine43@hotmail.com
Ryan McShane: ryan_mcshane@brown.edu
Corey Pierce: mr_joesloppy@hotmail.com
Scott Rauch: srauch32@hotmail.com
Jennifer Risley: jenjen5668@aol.com
Nathan Risley: nater286@aol.com
Heidi Roberson: robersoh@ugs.eou
Caitlin Adams Schauer: schauer.caitlin@gmail.com
Meredith Schwieger: mschwie1@ithaca.edu
Kevin Sittner: ksittner@gmail.com
Kelly Stephenson: kjs4@duke.edu
Alan Stout: alanstout@gmail.com
Eric Trachtenberg: drtracht@gmail.com
Lee White: lwhite4@gmail.com
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Class of 2005
Samuel Best: menidan@gmail.com
Christopher Bradley: ceb_13@yahoo.com
Carly Bradshaw: hootie1987@hotmail.com
Zoe Campbell: zcampbell@macalester.edu
Lara Colvin: lcolvin@scrippscollege.edu
Margaret Davis: maggiedvs@gmail.com
Eric Faulk: discount.harmonies@gmail.com
Susan Garver: zsazsathegreat@hotmail.com
Ingara James-Giraldo: ingycj@yahoo.com
Sean Jin: sean.jin87@gmail.com
Sarah Johnson: sejohnson@ups.edu
Samuel Linton: slinton25@comcast.net
Rebecca Marcus: rmarcus@uoregon.edu
Matthew McGlade: matthew.mcglade@pomona.edu
Devin McManus: devin.mcmanus@dartmouth.edu
Haley Meshnik: hmeshnik@gmail.com
Saraphina Monaco: saraphinamonaco@mavrickartists.com
Jessica Niles: jessiebee11@gmail.com
Ashley Nored: generationash@hotmail.com
Sarah Pritchard: pritc20s@mtholyoke.edu
Mercedes Rhoden-Feely: mrhoden@willamette.edu
Derek Ruiz: d3r3kru12@aol.com
Kellie Scofield: scofieke@onid.orst.edu
Brent Snelgrove: brent4987@yahoo.com
Seli Thomas: phillagirl1@yahoo.com
Class of 2006
Allison Beard: abeard2@uoregon.edu
Karen Bonner: karenbon@gmail.com
Jonathan Bruce: jbruce680@gmail.com
Margaux Cameron: margauxcameron@gmail.com
Robin Carol: robincarol@gmail.com
Amelia Carr: adcarr@stanford.edu
Brady Cragun: beastcake@myldsmail.net
Evan Engelstad: wormy8888@gmail.com
Nicholas Floyd: nfloyd@hmc.edu
Isla Globus-Harris: iglobush@ucsd.edu
Danielle Hanson: dchanson@indiana.edu
Kathryn Hulse: senoritahulse@gmail.com
Christopher Keady: christopher.keady@gmail.com
Timothy Lee: tlee731@gmail.com
Rianna Mansfield: iberi4@aol.com
Caitlin McKimmy: mckimmyc@gmail.com
Katherine Parker: kap88@comcast.net
Miyoko Patricelli : miyokopatricelli@gmail.com
Kyle Quillan: quillank@gmail.com
Jeremy Retallack: jretalla@uoregon.edu
Ashley Rochholz: arochholz14@yahoo.com
Jeremy Schifberg: jeremy.schifberg@gmail.com
Danielle Schnebly: dschnebl@usc.edu
Bridget Snow: snowbe@whitman.edu
Suthikorn Tong Somnasang: somnasang@hotmail.com
Kirsten (Walters) Schultz: kirsten@notstandingstillsdisease.com
Sarah Zauner: abina88@hotmail.com

Class of 2007
Leo Altmann: leo.altmann@gmail.com
Denise Bahn: Debanh@comcast.net
Claire Baskett: clairembaskett@gmail.com
Keegan Clements-Housser: keeganc@uoregon.edu
Rose Comaduran: rose.comaduran@pomona.edu
Morgan Dumitru: mbdumitru@gmail.com
John Hoobyar: john.hoobyar@goucher.edu
Erin (Miller) Dumitru: erinmdumitru@gmail.com
Che` Ruth-Cheff: cheorion@yahoo.com
Cody Schvaneveldt: c.schvaneveldt@gmail.com
Ariel Stavitsky: ahstavitsky@gmail.com
Sarah Thompson: shaketheworld07@aol.com,
www.sarah-thailand.blogspot.com
Class of 2008
Kaya Aragon-Herbert: kaya.aragon@gmail.com
Steven Brantley: steven.c.brantley@gmail.com
Rachel Bunting: rcbunting12@gmail.com
Nicholas Daniels: nickdaniels1989@yahoo.com
Jesse Ferreira: spike952007@msn.com
Katherine Melton: kmelton@u.washington.edu
Emma Roberts: emmar@uoregon.edu
Katlin Vanderford: kate255@hotmail.com
Lauren Wiper: laurenwiper@gmail.com
Class of 2009
Kathryn Adair: pinkladie_777@hotmail.com
Ian Brasted: i.d.brasted@gmail.com
Heather Bridgham: heatherpleathery@gmail.com
Margo Faulk: margofaulk8@gmail.com
Olivia Girod: oliviagirod@yahoo.com
Tanner Harris: theharis6@uoregon.edu
Brianna Kemper: bkemper@uoregon.edu
Courtney LaFranchi: courtneylafranchi@gmail.com
Kyle Nystrom: knystrom10@gmail.com
Annie Pasquinelli: annie@pasquinellifamily.comf
Kate Pommert: katepommert@gmail.com
Kelsey Rea: kelseyrea@gmail.com
Nichole Roy: nroy@uoregon.edu
Jesse Spivack: jessiespivack@hughes.net
Jacob Stock: jls5mm@virginia.edu
Alexander Young: a.young1204@gmail.com
Iris Young: skyblueandblack.iris@gmail.com
Class of 2010
Benjamin Howorth: howorthb@gmail.com
Danaan O’Donnell-Davidson: danaan@uoregon.edu
Hanna Powers: powersha@onid.orst.edu
Sasha Teninty: sasha.teninty@gmail.com
Ally Walton: allywalton824@gmail.com
Grace Whitmore: gaw0305@gmail.com
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Class of 2011
Bryan Beals: bbeals27@gmail.com
Cara Brasted: c.brasted@yahoo.com
Alvaro Garay-Romero: garayromero510@gmail.com
Aaron Honn: ahonn55@gmail.com
Ross Lindly: rlindly@apple.com
Lydia Pomeroy-Hale: hale.lydia.6@gmail.com
Halle (Shirk) Renfro: Halle@studyswift.com
Chance Yager: chance_yager@yahoo.com
Class of 2012
Alison Honn: honn.alison@gmail.com
Summer Lowery: summerlowery@hotmail.com
Aileen Lee: ahl37@georgetown.edu
Elizabeth Maynard: emaynard@uoregon.edu
Taylor Maher: taylor.maher@yahoo.com
Allison O’Hanlon: allison.t.ohanlon@gmail.com
Emma Silvers-Harnly: esilvers@uoregon.edu
Gabriel Stein: gs1218a@student.american.edu
Ben Taube: benjamintaube@gmail.com
Mieke-Rose Vrijmoet: mieke.vrijmoet@gmail.com
Allison Wonn: alli.wonn@gmail.com
Class of 2013
Zach Bigley: zbigley@gmail.com
Walker Daniel: fwalkerdaniel@gmail.com
Shyam Das-Toke: shyamdastoke@gmail.com
Kristen Hutchinson: khutchinson405@gmail.com
Kyle Nystrom: knystrom10@gmail.com
Zoe Oldham: zwo1@rice.edu
Class of 2014
Rachel Bakke: rachel.bakke21@gmail.com
David Cornwell: cornweld@oregonstate.edu
Sophia DeLoretto-Chudy: soph.delorett@gmail.com
Hanna Hostick: hanna.hostick@gmail.com
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Solan Israel-Megerssa: Solanmegerssa@gmail.com
Mitchell Klotter: mitchellklotter@gmail.com
Lienne VanWinkle: liennem.v.w@gmail.com
Class of 2015
Kai Burley: bkaiburley@gmail.com
Delpha Xiao Carpenter: dc9533c@student.american.edu
Isabella Cuevas: isabellac1997@gmail.com
Syrus Jin: syrus.s.jin@gmail.com
Cathlyn Medina: ccmedina24@gmail.com
Clara Riordan: janerio1997@gmail.com
Class of 2016
Giovanni Brigola: gbrigola11@comcast.net
Lida Ford: lidamayy@gmail.com
Austin Marie Page: austinboston123@gmail.com
Class of 2017
Andrea Corbin: bright.1929@gmail.com
Sophia Dossin: sophia.dossin@wustl.edu
Laurel Fricke: laurelfricke@gmail.com
Margaret Gleason: mg1720@georgetown.edu
Kolbe Logan: kjltoonz@gmail.com
John Musgrove: john@musgroves.com
Katy Novak: knovak714@gmail.com
Felix Tyson: tysonf@oregonstate.edu
Class of 2018
Alex Saveau: saveau.alexandre@gmail.com

India Gerhardt: mewkitty166@gmail.com
Class of 2020
Sander Moffitt: sandermoffitt@gmail.com
Annabelle Peoples: annabellepeoples@gmail.com
Camille Sampley: csampley29@gmail.com

If you have questions about Eugene IHS, here are some
names and numbers to contact:
Eugene IHS Head Teacher: Brian Kuzma
IB Coordinator: Steve Smith

(541) 790-8032
(541) 790-8033

General Information:
Eugene IHS @ South
Melanie Namkoong, Secretary
400 E. 19th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97401
(541) 790-8030

Eugene IHS @ Sheldon
Rebecca Critchett, Secretary
2455 Willakenzie Rd.
Eugene, OR 97401
(541) 790-6636

Eugene IHS @ Churchill
Lynne Given, Secretary
1850 Bailey Hill Rd.
Eugene, OR 97405
(541) 790-5225

EUGENE INTERNATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
VOLUNTEER INFORMATION FORM
Volunteers must also fill out a confidential volunteer
background check application online at:
www.helpcounter.net/eugene

School Year____________
Volunteer Name________________________ Phone: Day__________ Evening___________
E-mail Address_______________________
If Applicable:
Student Name_______________________ Grade_____

Campus_____________

Please check your area of interest and return to Melanie Namkoong at South, Lynne Given at
Churchill, or Rebecca Critchett at Sheldon.

1._____ Tutoring
Area(s) of expertise:____________
____________________________

6. _____ Classroom Resource
Area(s) of expertise: ___________
___________________________

2. _____ Grade Level Help
__9__10__11__12

7. _____ IB Extended Essay (senior paper)
Technical Advisor
Area(s) of expertise:__________
__________________________

3. _____ Proctoring IB Exams (May)
4. _____ International Study Abroad Fair
Coordinator (Fall)
5. _____ CAS Fair Coordinator (Spring)

8. _____ Other (If you would like to volunteer
in other ways not listed above please write in
the ways that you can specifically help our
school:________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________

A copy of this form can be returned to any one of the Eugene IHS offices.
We appreciate all your help in making our student’s educational experience successful.

VOLUNTEER INFORMATION
Listed below are numerous areas where support is needed. Please take a few minutes to review the choices then select
the area that best suits your interest. Fill out the front of this Volunteer Information Form and return it to one of our
Eugene IHS offices. We count on our community support to ensure continued excellence.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Tutoring
Help individual students, one-on-one, with study skills – especially writing. Possibly on late-start mornings or after school.
Grade Level Help*
Willing to be “on call” for a particular grade level to help the teachers with certain activities – planning, decoration,
transportation, etc. Check the grade level you are interested in helping.
Proctoring IB Exams
Help proctor IB examinations in May. 2-4 hour exams. Mornings or afternoons. May choose to proctor one or more exam(s).
International Study Abroad Fair Coordinator
Organize and manage the International Study Abroad Fair. Contact student travel/exchange groups to set up a booth/table, planning,
set-up, and clean up at this fair for all students that occurs in the fall (evening).
CAS Fair Coordinator
Organize and manage the CAS Fair. Contact non-profit organizations to set up a booth/table, planning, set-up, or clean up for this
event for Eugene IHS students that occurs in the spring (evening).
Classroom Resource
If you have expertise/knowledge on a particular aspect of culture and can share with a class – slides, demonstrations, artifacts,
costumes, works of art, drama, music, dance, religious ceremonies, etc.
9th grade: Africa, Australia, Europe, Russia, Japan, South America
10th grade: Ancient Greece and Rome, Middle East, Europe, India, China
11th grade: The Americas – North and South; indigenous peoples; economics
12th grade: Twentieth century – major nations
IB Extended Essay (senior paper)*
During junior year, our Eugene IHS students embark on an in-depth study of a topic of their choice. The outcome is a research
paper due during the beginning of the senior year. These topics run the gamut: biology, physics, sports medicine, sailboat
design, architecture, organic farming, music, art, environmental issues, state and local legislation – just to name a few. If you have
expertise in a field and would be willing to mentor a young person in his or her research, your help would be much appreciated.
* Work can be done at home

EUGENE IHS OFFICES:
Eugene IHS @ Churchill 1850 Bailey Hill Road, Eugene, OR 97405 (541)790-5225
Eugene IHS @ Sheldon 2455 Willakenzie Road, Eugene, OR 97401 (541)790-6636
Eugene IHS @ South 400 East 19th Ave., Eugene, OR 97401 (541)790-8030
www.ihs.4j.lane.edu

